2001 ford taurus fuel filter location

The fuel filter in your Ford Taurus screens out dirt and rust particles from the fuel. Some
mechanics recommend that you replace the fuel filter every 30, miles, or with every tune up, to
keep the fuel system in your Taurus efficient. Follow the instructions below to replace the fuel
filter in your Ford Taurus in about 30 minutes. Disconnect the negative battery cable and locate
the fuel filter. In a Taurus with a V-6 engine, the fuel filter is under the car in front of the rear
wheel on the passenger side. In a Taurus with a 4-cylinder engine, the fuel filter is on the
passenger side of the engine compartment. Let the pressure out of the fuel system by gradually
unscrewing the fuel tank fill cap. Use a screwdriver to loosen and remove the white clip near
where the fuel line and filter meet. Pull the fuel lines off of both ends of the filter. Loosen the
filter-retaining clamp, then take the fuel filter out of it. Replace it with the new filter. Check to
make sure the arrow on the fuel filter points toward the engine. Tighten the filter-retaining
clamp. Put the fuel lines back on the filter, pushing them on to the fittings until you hear a click
on both ends. Put the white clip back on the fuel line and snap it into place. Tighten the fuel tank
cap. Connect the negative battery cable. Check for fuel leaks when you start your Ford Taurus.
Before you disconnect the fuel lines, you must let the pressure out of the fuel system. Take care
to prevent fuel from spraying on your skin, face or eyes. Wipe up any fuel that may have spilled
on your Taurus as you were replacing the filter. This article was written by a professional writer,
copy edited and fact checked through a multi-point auditing system, in efforts to ensure our
readers only receive the best information. To submit your questions or ideas, or to simply learn
more, see our about us page: link below. Items you will need New fuel filter Standard
screwdriver. Warnings Before you disconnect the fuel lines, you must let the pressure out of the
fuel system. Writer Bio This article was written by a professional writer, copy edited and fact
checked through a multi-point auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the
best information. I would like to replace the fuel filter in my Ford Taurus and was wondering
where it is located and is it something a mechanically capable person can replace themselves. It
has the plane jane 3. Thanks in advance. Like all Taurus models it's next to the right rear tire
and the gas tank. It's hard to miss and very easy to change yourself. All you need is a socket
wrench and the new filter. The first thing you have to do is trip the gravity switch to shut off the
fuel pump. This is the most importanct safety procedure in replacing the fuel filter. This will stop
gasoline from spraying all over you at high pressures when you change the filter. The switch is
located in your trunk and is marked by a label that says something like "emergency fuel shutoff.
The purpose of the gravity switch is so that if you are ever in a high speed accident or your car
rolls over this switch will pop and fuel will no longer be supplied to the engine. Now that the
switch is popped, try to start your car. If your car starts, let it idle until it dies on its own. If it
won't start and just rolls when you try to start it, you're ready to take off the filter. Jack up the
rear right of the car, remove the filter from its housing with the socket wrench, and make sure
you see which way the filter is pointing. The new filter will almost definitely have an arrow
facing in the direction of the engine, but it's always safe to make sure yourself. When you
remove the filter be prepared for a fuel spill. Never lie directly under the filter. There can be as
much as one pint of fuel that will spill out of the filter and fuel line, so try to catch as much of it
as you can with a cut-in-half milk jug. You don't want to put this fuel back in your car because it
will have a lot of water from the fuel filter, but you don't want it spilling all over the place either.
Replace the fuel filter making sure it is facing the right direction and make sure it is clipped
properly and secure. Re-attach the filter to its housing, lower the car, and re-activate the gravity
switch by pressing the raised button. Now you can start the car. It will roll the first couple of
tries obviously because there is no fuel in the engine. Once you get it started, let it idle for a few
minutes and check the ground under your car for fuel leaks. Good, detailed advise on safety. On
the mechanical side of things, you will need a 8mm socket and small extension to remove the
bolt on the bracket holding the filter. There are three lines that are connected to the filter. Each
fuel line themselves are held to the fuel filter by a "U" looking clip that has to be removed before
the lines will separate. The clip is white or beige plastic and must be pried out of the line
connector on each line. Once the plastic clip is removed completely, no broken plastic left in the
connector, which, by the way are available at the parts store , it is often a struggle to pull the
lines off. I had to put a solvent spray on 2 lines overnight and even then it took 20 min. Just
twist and pull, twist and pull. I ended up breaking the old fuel filter connectors on the double
side, right at the filter, to allow me to pull with vise grips and twist at the same time. It was a real
bear, but they do come off as long as the clip is removed from each line connector. And to
prevent the dry starts, When there is no fuel in the lines Just prime it. You can do this by turning
the key on 3 times, not starting just turning the key till the dash lights come on. On most
vehicles you can hear the fuel pump run for 3 or so seconds. This is also good to do if the car
sit's for while. Not 3 times but at least turn the key and wait a couple seconds before cranking.
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about it. This Site Might Help You. RE: Ford Taurus fuel filter location? How do you think about
the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. Still have questions? Get your answers by
asking now. One of the worst problems that can happen to a vehicle is a bad fuel pump. Without
gas your Taurus will not run at all. With that in mind, most of the symptoms of a bad fuel pump
revolve around the vehicle stalling out or not running at all. While being in the fuel tank makes
the pump more reliable, it also makes it a lot more difficult to get to. The good news is that fuel
pumps are inexpensive. The bad news is that they cost a lot in terms of labor to repair and
replace. The engine may throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes that exist could be a clue.
Sometimes when there is low fuel pressure, you may also get an oxygen sensor related trouble
code as well. The real issue with diagnosing a bad fuel pump is that it resembles many other
vehicular issues in terms of symptoms. One of the most common signs that a fuel pump is
going bad is a whining sound. The whining sound can indicate that the fuel pump is going out
before there are any performance based issues. Keeping an open ear can save you from getting
stuck somewhere with a bad fuel pump. Typically, if you are heading up a hill or accelerating the
engine may start to feel like it is just running out of steam. Now, a bad fuel pump can also feel a
heck of a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both conditions will make the motor feel like it is
running out of wind when you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter will not feel as jarring. If you
are unsure, check out this article on troubleshooting catalytic converters. If you get P or P
trouble codes with a scanner, it very well may be the catalytic converter causing these
symptoms. One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel pump is going to be that the your
Taurus is difficult to start. A fuel pump that is going out is going to feel the same as a bad fuel
filter. This makes telling if you have a bad fuel pump vs bad fuel filter very challenging. How do
you tell them apart? A clogged fuel filter will have high pressure on its input side and low
pressure on its output side. A bad fuel pump will have low pressure on both sides. They are
both going to cause the same hesitation at high speed and difficulty starting. The only way to
truly tell is to place a fuel pressure gauge on both sides of the line and get a reading from both.
A priming fuel pump sounds like a high-pitched whine for a few seconds and can be heard with
a sharp engine right after the ignition key is turned, but before the starter is engaged. The
symptoms of a bad fuel pump match a lot of other common problems that can occur in the Ford
Taurus. Testing the pump and pressure on each side of it are going to be the quickest ways to
rule it out. If there is anything you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Good luck!
Challenges Starting the Engine One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel pump is going to be
that the your Taurus is difficult to start. I bought the car with , miles. I drove it for 2 weeks and i
began having problems with restarting the vehicle after I had driven it long enough miles to and
from work to heat things up. If I try to start the car 5 minutes after turning it off, it will idle
sporadically and eventually die, especially if I shift it into gear. But, once the care sits for
minutes to cool down, it will start right back up. Sure enough, the mechanic ran a pressure test
on the fuel pump and said it registered 15psi not enough to start the vehicle. The mechanic also
stated the fuel pump is getting power. Can anyone help me with their own personal experiences
or anyone with a Taurus? Best to replace the fuel sender module assembly. That way, you get
the pump, sock, and the sender. If it has not been done already, change the fuel filter also. Even
if it has, I would put a new one in with the new fuel pump. A plugged filter will weaken a fuel
pump in short order. So they replaced both the pump and filter, and a month later t
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hey replaced ONLY the pump. I hope they at least checked the filter for flow on that second
replacement. The pump is inside the gas tank which has to be dropped. Not the smartest
design, but most cars are that way these days. Why did you ask if it was flex fuel? What if it was
flex fuel? I have a flex fuel Taurus can you explain the difference? Flexible fuel systems have
additional sensors to measure the alcohol content, so that the PCM can make the appropriate
adjustments. The components pump, hoses, lines, injectors, etc. Diagnosing fuel gauge
complaints on flex fuel Ford Tauruses is more complicated, because there is a sensor in-line
between the sending unit and the gauge at least on the older ones. The sensor happens to be
located behind the radio on some models. So, to sum it up, if you have any fuel related
problems with your flex fuel Ford, it could be more expensive to diagnose and repair. That way,
you get the pump, sock, and the sender This is roughly what it would look like.

